A feedback microprocessor has been built for the TEVATRON. It has been constructed to be a.pplicable t.o hadron colliders in general. Its inputs are real time accelerator measurements, data describing the state of the TEVATRON, and ramp tables. The microprocessor software includes a finite state machine. Each state corresponds to a specific TEVATRON operati011 and has a state-specific TEVATRON model. Transitions between states are initiated by the global TEVATRON clock. Each state includes a cyclic routine which is called periodically and where all calculations a.re performed. The output corrections are inserted onto a. fast TEVATRON-wide link from which the power supplies will rea.d the rea.ltime corrections. We also store all of the input da.ta. and ontput corrections in a. set of buffers which can easily be retrieved for diagnostic analysis. In this pa.per we will describe this device and its use to control the TEVATRON tunes as well a.s other possible applications. l
Introduction
In hadron colliders such as the Fermi lab TEVATRON, the HERA p ring, the SSC and the LHC:, a. well-defined seqnencc~ of operations is needed to take the accelerator from an initial state, without stored bea.m, t.o a fiua.l st.ate, with stored beam and collisions a.t the interaction points. There a.re many intermediate states (such as acceleration), during which accelerator parameters cha.11ge. It is difficult. to construct a single model of the accelerator which applies during all these states. Instead, :t is convenient to consider each process separately and construct models for each state. The entire process may be thought of as a finite st.ate machine, with each state corresponding to a. different operation and having its own model of the accelerator. In addition, the time scales at which the accelerator parameters change vary from state to state. Changes in accelerator parameters lead to variations in the beam para.meters such as the tunes, coupling, and chroma.ticities. If the beam para.meters are not carefully controlled, beam quality will deteriorate. One of the principa.l cha.llenges of collidm-operations is to maintain high beam intensities and low emitta.nces through the cha.in of operations from injection to collisions.
The sequence of operations in the TEVATRON is illustrative of this process 1 (see Fig.   1 ). Operations proceed through the following (simplified) set. of states: p injection, energizing electrostatic separators t.o create different helical orbits for p's and [i's, [i injection, acceleration, lattice modifications to produce low (3*'s at the interaction regions, and energizing additional separators to create head-on collisions at the two interaction regions. In l' and [i injection, a closed orbit time bump moves the circulating orbit near an injection kicker, and back immediately aft.er injection. Closed orbit changes may be accompanied by betatron tune a.ncl coupling changes ca.used by the non-linear fields of the bending dipoles and sextupoles. Energizing the separators has the same effect. During a.ccel<eration, all the magnetic elements are ramped. Although the linear lattice is kept constant., the multipoles change, affecting the tunes a.ncl coupling. The closed orbit may also vary. "Squeezing" is the term used to describe lattice changes to create small fJ*'s at the interaction regions. In principle, only a. restricted set of quadrnpoles should be needed for this step. However, since the quadrupole strengths are not precisely known, the exact settings for the quadrnpoles cannot always be calculated. The closed orbit may not pass through the centers of the quaclrupoles, leading to closed orbit (and tune and coupling) shifts. If during these states the tunes and couplings are not kept away from harmful resonances, emittance growth and/or beam loss will result. Closed orbit and qnadrnpole va.riations a.lso affect the chromaticities. These effects are usually small and do not. pose problems for beam st.ability. However, persistent current. effects in the bending dipoles of superconducting accelerators ha.ve a large effect on the sextupole moment.. Dming the 1-:l hom TEVATRON injection front porch, the chromaticit.ies change by as much as 70 units. Tlwse changes are undo1w in the first seconds of acceleration. If the chroma.ticities are too low during these states, head-tail instabilities may develop. If they a.re too large, the chroma.tic tune spread may overlap harmful resonances. In both cases, emittance growth and/or beam loss may result.
In the TEVATRON, control of the tunes, couplings, and chromaticity has been accomplished with open loop control. The currents in the relevant magnetic circuits are specified at sets of discrete breakpoints durillg each state. Linear interpolation is used between breakpoints. There are several shortcomings to this approach. To have sufficient time resolution, the breakpoints must be spaced closely ill time. Since the values of the circuits at the breakpoints must be mea.smwl experimentally, determination of the tables of values can be a laborious process. The tables are a.lso not robust against. changes in accelerator conditions, such as small closed orbit changes. In additioll, the values for the tune and coupling circuits are all dependent upon the closed orbit, and if it changes, all entries must be changed. The breakpoints are 5-10 seconds apa.rt, a11d one observes tune variations of ±0.005 between lHeakpoints. These variations consume a.n appreciable fraction of the TEVATRON working space of 0.025.
A realt.ime feedback system could eliminate these problems. Reliable realtime measmements of beam parameters would be used as the inputs to a microprocessor. The micropro-cessor contains a table of desired values for these parameters and a model of the accelerator that allows the calculation of the current changes in the circuits to correct an error signal (the difference between the table value and the measured value). This system would overcome the two limitations of a. breakpoint system. The feedback bandwidth ca.n be large enough so that corrections can be applied at 60 Hz or greater, and slow variations in the accelerator conditions can be automatically compensated. A feedback system would be used in conjunction with the tables noted in the previous paragraph. The table values would be set initially, and feedback would make only small changes to eliminate variations between breakpoints and to compensate for changes in accelerator conditions. The CBA 2 system at the Fermilab TEVATRON was designed and built for these uses. It operates as a finite state ma.chine in which each state corresponds to a specific TEVATRON process. Feedback within a state is performed by periodic calls to the state's data. acquisition and feedback routines. Each state also includes a set of buffers in which the measurements and calculations from the feedback routine a.re stored. All data. are available through the Fennilab accelera.tor control system. 'We will describe the genera.I features of the microprocessor software, the way in which it has been incorpora.ted into the TEVATRON control system, and some of the ways in which it has been used.
Genera.! Features of the Feedback System
The time-sequenced opera.tious in a. hadron collider dictated our choice of a. state machine in which ea.ch state corresponds to a distinct. accelerator operation. The complete sequence of operations for a. st.ate is as follows:
1. Receipt of Timing Signal in the Tra.nsit.ion Table - This triggers a. call to the the entry routine of the IlPW state. A buffer is allocated from the new state's pool and a. time-ofda.y stamp is filled with the cunent system da.te and time. A counter to measure time while in the sta.t.e is a.lso started.
2. Periodic Calls -The state's periodic rout.ine is ca.lied in accordance with a. set of periodic rules. The routine calls the data acquistion and feedback routine for the particular state.
:l. Exit -Upon receipt of a signal indicating exit from the state, the exit routine is called. This closes the buffer and zeroes the output to the power supplies.
The ha.rd ware standard is t.he Intel Multi bus [[ 3 chassis using the Intel 80386 microprocessor. The processor consists of one Micro Industries 80386 processor card with 8 MBytes of DRAM. We use the MTOS 4 operating system. All software is written in C 5 . We also note that the software system we will describe was originally written and debugged on a VAX computer, and also runs on VME systems.
The heart of the finite state machine is a set of states with a transition table and a set of periodic rules and buffers for each state. These structures are illustrated in Figs 2 and 3. The transition table consists of a. list of allowed transitions between states and the trigger which will cause a given transition. Each state can have transitions into up to 8 other states, although a given trigger signal can occur only once in the transition table for a state. The periodic mies consist of a specification of 8 frequencies and timing signals which will ca.use the periodic routine to be ca.lied. The frequencirn vary from state to state, depending upon the accelerator processes occurring. For instance, during acceleration the persistent current effects are removed rapidly, and a frequency of several Hz is indicated, but during the squeeze the quadrupole circuits change very slowly and a frequency of 1 Hz is sufficient.
Associated with each state is a. set of buffers. The buffer structures consist of a specification of the number of fields, number of records, number of instances of a state which ma.y be buffered before they are overwritten, time-of-day stamps for ea.ch buffer, and the da.ta. buffers themselves. One buffer is filled for every instance of a sta.te, and after the entire set ha.s been filled, they are overwritten in a circular manner. The number of buffers for each state has beeu chosen to be la.rge enough so that there is no danger of buffers being overwritten before they have been archived, if desired. The time-of-day stamp is the clock da.te and time at which the instance of the state occurred. It is stored in a separate circular buffer which ma.int.a.ins the one-to-oue correspondence with the data buffers. Each data buffer consists of fields into which the input data, accelerator parameters, and output data may be loaded. A new record consisting of data. for a.II the fields is added to the buffer ea.ch time the periodic routine is ca.lied.
The computations for ea.ch state are performed in the entry, exit, and periodic routines. The entry routiue allocates the next. ava.ila.ble buffer and zeroes the timer which counts time since the start of the state. The exit routine closes the buffer and zeroes the feedback output. The periodic routine consists of routines that read the beam and accelerator parameters, such as the betatron tunes awl bending bus current. It. a.lso accesses the tables of desired values for beam quantities as a function of time since entry into the state. The desired values and measured values are inputs to the feedback routine, which calculates an error signal. The accelerator model is then used to calculate the feedback current required to null the error signal. These corrections a.re output in real t.ime to the power supplies and a.re stored, along with the input data and whatever ca.lculations a.re desired, in the buffer being used for the pa.rticula.r instance of the state.
We have also provided a. facility to perform digita.l filtering on the input measurements. A task or set of tasks runs continuously and reads the beam parameters. Currently we have implemented only an iustantaneous va.lue (no filtering) and simple averaging over a specified interval with input values more than 2.5% away from the current average va.lue disca.rded. the bandwidth of the input signal. These filtered measurements a.re used by the feedback routines. The accelerator parameters a.re noise-free. A single reading is sufficient.
To reduce the effects of input noise on the feedback loop, we use the following algorithm to calculate corrections: a tolerance is applied to the error signal. For error signals within l tolerance, no correction is applied, and for larger error signals a quantized error signal equal to ( ( # of tolerance ±0.5 ttolerance, depending upon the sign of the error signal) is used as the input to the feedback calculation.
The TEVATR.ON Implementation
The features discussed in the previous section are desirable in an operational feedback system for a hadron collider. In our implementa.ion we incorporated them within the existing features of the TEVATR.ON control system whenever possible" Fig. 4 is a. logical diagram of the complete system using feedback control and the open loop breakpoint tables, a.ad Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of the system from input measurements to rea.ltime outputs. There are three input paths.
(~urrently, the realti1r1e accelera.tor mPasnren1ents are ma.de using a set of analog signals from the TEVATR.ON tune tra.ckers. These are a set of phase lock loops which lock to a betatron oscillation in the outputs of a Schottky detector system. vVithont coupling between the horizonta.l and vertical betatron oscillations, the tune trackers have au accuracy of ±0.002 with a 15 Hz bandwidth 7 , depending upon the TEVATR.ON operating point. They also show a modulation of up to 0.002 cansed by the stray magnetic fields of the Main Ring which shares a tunnel with the TEVATR.ON. The tune trackers also provide a status bit which indicates whether the loop successfully "locked" on a signal. We convert these signals using a 16 channel, 12 bit a.de connected to the 80386 processor board through the iSBX connector. The tune tracker signals are averaged as described in the previous section, and both the instantaneous and averag<' values are available through Fermilab ACNET console applications. We also monitor the ADC by digitizing the ±5 volt levels in the crate. If they do not have the proper values, a wa,rning ca.11 be transmitted to the accelerator operators. The digitized data are filtered as described in the previous section. The input configuration we have chosen was dictated by tlw signals availabl<'>, but we could have just as easily used a set of Multibus II input registers for digitized data, or a Mnltibus II digital signal processor whose output would be <tvaila.ble to the 80386 over the bus.
The 80386 a.nd MDAT (Ma.chine DATa.) a.re the links which broa.dca.st the timing information a.nd accelerator para.meters that the system requires. Initiation of stat.es is done by broa.dca.sting specified clock events on the TCLK link. These clock events are used in the transition tables. The TCLK decoder wa.s specially designed on a.n 80186-based Multibus II ca.rd. It provides signals to any requesting module in the crate based on the occurrence of a TCLK event (or TCLK event + programmed delay) or at a periodic rate of up to 60 Hz. MDAT is received and transmitted on another card. MDAT transmissions consists of ident.ifiern for the various parameters broadcast on the link, followed by the instantaneous value. It is updated at 720 Hz. For our concerns, the most important parameter is the TEVATRON bend bus current. The currents in all of the correction dipoles, qua.drupoles, and sextupoles are sea.led by this current. \Ive also use the MDAT link to broadcast the feedback corrections to the power supplies to be controlled. Finally, various types of control data. must also be input to the system. These are not realtime signals, and they ar<e downloaded over the Fennila.b ACNET control system. The parameters controlling the foedba.ck loops for ea.ch state (bandwidths, gains, tolerances, and on/off switches) are downloaded from a. dedicated Fermilab ACNET console application. The same application also loads the tables of desired values for the beam parameters.
For tune control, the feedback routine applies the 2x2 matrix relating changes in tune (the error signal) to the currents in the focussing and defocussing quadrupole busses. The elements of the matrix are determined from a model of the TEVATRON which predicts the cmreut changes needed to produce a given tune change. The instantaneous values of the feedback currents are also a.ccessiblte from the consoles. The maximum feedback bandwidth of this system is 60 Hz, but for most uses a frequency of 1-15 Hz is sufficient. The power supplies used in the feedback have bandwidths of greater tha.n 100 Hz, so we expect that the currents will come to their new values before another feedback ca.ll is made.
The 8038(; processor has two possible output paths. Rea.ltime corrections to power supplies (an identifier and the current change to the supply) are inserted onto the MDAT link. The power supply output is norma.lly just the value (or interpolated value) from the breakpoint tables describecl in the Introdnct.ion. A power supply controller accesses MDAT, and on decoding its identifier, it adds the MDAT current change to the output taken from its internal tables.
In the other output path, the da.ta buffers are made available to the ACNET console system. We ha.ve developed an application to list the contents of the buffers. The user selects the state a.nd inca.rnation of that. st.ate of interest from a. menu. He/she then selects the fields to be listed. Currently, there is no graphics capability. It will be added if needed. There is a facility to write buffers to a ha.rd disk and retrieve them for later analysis.
\Ve have conducted severa.l complete close"! loop tests of the CBA system. During the setup for a TEVATRO'.'< p'ji store, we programmed a !.able of desired values for the horizontal tune, a.11d a.ctivated the system. The horizontal tune wa.s ramped from 20.572 to 20"568 a.ud ba.ck. The vertical tu1w wa.s held co11stant at 20.581. In Fig. 6a we plot the horizonta.l tune tracker signal and the ramp being used, and in Fig. 6b we plot the feedback corrections in the focussing and defocussing quadrupole strings. The ramp took 2.5 seconds to complete, a.nd ea.ch leg was 4-5 seconds long, so the problem was really a. static problem and a gain of l and feedback ba.udwidth of 0.5 Hz were a.dequa.te. As can be seen, the horizontal tune (j tracks the programmed value to within ±0.002, and the vertical tune is held constant.
This first test shows that CBA can regulate according to a programmed ramp during which only the tune circuits are cha.nged. \Ve have also done a test which indicates that CBA can compensate effects caused elsewhere in the TEVATRON. We introduced a single horizonta.l dipole kick of varying magnitudes a.t a particular location. In Fig. 7a , we plot. the horizontal and vertical tune signals, the current in the dipole creating the kick, and the position at a beam position detector. The kick was increased in steps of 0.25 /Lradians and caused a horizontal tnne shift of ±0.00.5 at. its maximum value. Fig. 7b is a repetition of this experiment, but with CBA turned on and with a gain of l and bandwidth of 0.7.5 Hz. We used a tolerance of 0.001. CBA w;" ck·arly able to regulate the horizonta.l tune to within the tolerance.
Uses
There are many operational uses for this system. It can be used to provide closed loop feedback whenever there is a set of reliable input signals and a well-understood model for t.lw accelerator. The most. obvious uses are for tune, coupling, and chroma.ticity control. In CBA provides an easy way in which to improve the values in the breakpoint tables for the various magnetic circuits. Tlw breakpoints are all indicated by TCLK events, and they can be usecl to force an entry to a state's periodic routine. These entries can be flagged in the lmffers, and one can modify the breakpoint tables to reflect slow drifts in accelerator conditions. Beam aborts also appear on TCLK, and a a snapshot of beam conditions immediately after an abort can be made.
A program has been developed in the TEVATRON for making lattice function measurements by introducing closed orbit bumps arnl measuring the position changes at the beam position monitors. This technique relies upon the betatron tune not changing as the bump is turned on. However, the higher order fields in the dipoles can create large tune shifts as the orbit changes. CBA will easily handle these relatively slow changes. The orbit bump described in the previous section v:as taken as part of this program.
Conclusions
We have built a general purpose microprocessor based feedback system which has been tailored to fit the finite state behavior of hadron collider operation. The system will work with any reliable real time inputs and will provide feedback at up to GO Hz. Each state has it's own feedback routines which contains a model of that particular accelerator state. We have provided a buffer system which matches the states of the state machine and which contain all information describing the operation of the feedback loop. Closed loop correct.ions to the power supplies can be output. on any accelerator-wide link. This system has been tested and shown to work in circumstances which a.re useful to accelerator operations. 
